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2 About The Association….2
Postal Address
c/- Thornbury Community Church
16 - 18 Martin St
Thornbury VIC 3071

Annual Membership
$31 ($15 concession)

Digital TV
Channel 44
Current regular programs on air
(Times subject to change and
programs may be repeated)
Spirit of Life

Office Bearers:-

Thursday 12:00pm

Chair: Simon Moore
Treasurer: Poppi Athinis
Secretary: Paul Spanos
imia@optusnet.com.au

In-depth Christian Interviews
Harmony In Diversity
In Recess

Committee Meetings

Multi-faith and Inter-faith Program

Scheduled as required - please
contact Secretary for times and
locations. NAT Members
welcome to attend.

Zontas 100%
Temporary Timeslot
Sunday 9:00am
Greek Christian Program

Annual General Meeting
September 27th, 2020 - 2:30pm
at Thornbury Community Church

Newsletter Editor

Immigrant Strong
In Recess
Candid interviews with Leaders.

Michael Costello
Please send news items to:michcos@optusnet.com.au

Northern Access Television
Assn Inc. is proudly a Full
Member of the Melbourne
Community Television
Consortium Ltd.

NAT TV Guide

Kultur Shok
Coming Soon
Multicultural Performances.
Inline Plus
Returns November
/ December
2

Inline & Roller Skating TV.

Cover Story
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C31 & 44 gains another one year extension
On Monday 29th June on the Q&A
TV program on ABC TV, Minister,
Paul Fletcher announced a very
“last minute” extension to C31
Melbourne and 44 Adelaide. In the
case of NAT, our Producer, Omar
Pervaiz was watching the program
as it aired, and quickly emailed the
ABOVE: Paul Fletcher announces the extension
news to our fellow NAT members.
on the Monday 29th June edi on of Q&A
Shortly after, the news was
Credit: ABC TV via C31 Melbourne Facebook.
“crawled” though on MELfeed
Video, which, being a Monday night, was in progress at the time.
The extension was unexpected, especially at this late stage. The previous week saw
various programs saying their “goodbyes”, leading to many emotional nights of TV on
the station, as the station was preparing for its nal goodbye, to be called “Last Night
LIVE” the night after. This was promptly postponed, although parts of the “ nal
goodbye” were too late to replace, and still aired. A message then came through from
the C31 Programming Department saying that they were resuming regular programs. So
in the case of NAT, “business as usual” resumed, with a few “spare” programs submitted
to ll the slots. The late nature of the extension caught some of our fellow
producers by surprise, and they had to
quickly resume production!

Channel 173 on Foxtel
or online streaming at :- aurora.tv
Inline Plus
Returning November / December
(5 episode series)
NAT 30th Anniversary
November (One Off Special)

The extension is until June 30th, 2021. But
C31 and 44 have signed statements that
they will vacate the airwaves on that date.
Whether the public and our 100 or so
volunteers and staﬀ let that happen at that
time remains to be seen in around a year’s
time.

Opinion: Page 6
C31 Melbourne Media Release: Page 9
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ADVANCE NOTICE
NAT Annual General Meeting -

As agreed at the last AGM, the next Annual General Meeting of Northern
Access Television Assn Inc will be held on

Sunday 27th September, 2020
from 2:30pm (unless not permitted)
Thornbury Community Church
16 - 18 Martin St,Thornbury.

All current members as well as those who are interested in
becoming a part of NAT are invited to attend the meeting.
The meeting will be followed by a planning meeting for the
30th Anniversary Celebration Night and Meal
(Reminder about this on next page)

30th Anniversary News
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Final Call for Submissions for the 30th
Anniversary Newsletter in November.
This is the last newsletter before the 30th Anniversary Issue is
published in November, so it is my last chance to call for
submissions for this special issue.
If you would like to be included in the newsletter, please discuss
your submission with Michael Costello urgently!
There is still plenty of room to ll in this issue, as it will be around 50
pages in size. But it will only be as good as those that contribute to
this special milestone issue!
Please consider sending something in about your program, or your
time with the group as soon as you can!

URGENT REMINDER!
RSVP soon for the NAT 30th Anniversary
Celebra on Night and Meal!
Friday 27th November, 2020 from 6pm
Thornbury Community Church Hall
16 - 18 Martin St, Thornbury.
All past and present members welcome to
a end. Please RSVP NOW to
michael@nat30years.info or
041 11 22 967 by November 1st
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Opinion
Michael Costello, Editor, “NAT Matters”

The news came through VERY LATE—just as C31 was preparing to close
down, in one of the cruellest drawn-out extensions of the last six years!
So C31 and 44 get to live again for another 12 months. I’m sure we all welcome the chance to
broadcast for another 12 months, but the need to nd a long term solution for Community TV
is still there. The main reason given for Community TV’s closure is the need for C31 and 44 to
occupy a full TV channel in order to broadcast the station. However, the need to occupy the
full channel could be eliminated if we could nd space on one of the other 5 TV stations to
broadcast C31 & 44. As you sll know, there are many “multi channels” on TV, and if we could
nd and negotiate space on one of the existing broadcasters, it could be a “win win” situation
for both broadcasters. Given that SBS are already broadcasting the Indigenous channel
“NITV”, they are doing their “good deed”. So in C31 and 44’s case, we should be looking to
share spectrum space with the ABC. Given that the ABC have increased provision for
“localism” of their feeds, it should not be too hard for them to insert C31 Melbourne and 44
Adelaide onto their service. And the money currently spent on running a separate transmitter
for C31 could be paid in part or in full to the ABC as a “Transmission Fee”. This is one option to
get us out of this ongoing pressure to vacate our current UHF channel. But it is unlikely that
the minister, Paul Fletcher will even consider this option, given that he has not shown any
willingness to listen to the stations or any suggestions in the lead-up to this switch-oﬀ.

As things stand, this could be the FINAL year on air. It is up to all of us to
make the most of this extra year on TV.
It is up to all of our NAT producers to make the best use we can, of what could be our last year
on TV. If you have any important projects for broadcast, make sure you have them done for
the new “deadline” of June 30th, 2021. We also need to be prepared for the future “after TV’,
because we are working with a Government determined to see Community TV close its
broadcasts. To this end, we need to get the Video Portal going, and once it is going, use this
year to start promoting its existence “on air”. This is what will be occupying me for the
coming months ahead. If anyone else in the group wants to help out with this, it would be
appreciated. If C31 Melbourne and 44 Adelaide were to close in June 2021, a online streaming
service MAY be possible,. But we can’t rely on this, as the means to pay for the staﬀ time and
other resources required is still to be devised. This is where our new Video Portal becomes an
important investment in the future of our Production Group.
This is how I see the current situation. What are your thoughts? Please send them
through to michcos@optusnet.com.au !

Production News
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Inline Plus will return in
November /December with our
Sydney and Melbourne episodes,
assuming it is possible with the
hopeful lifting of CororaVirus
restrictions . It is hoped to implement a number of improvements to the
program, including recruitment of new presenters, and improved shooting
techniques.
A feature of the new episodes will be an “international” interview, with Kris
Fondran, the Director of the “Inline Certi cation Program”, the USA based
international program that trains Inline Skating Instructors, which has
recently started to oﬀer online courses. Michael Costello will be going
through this course in August, so he will have a perspective on what is
required by the time of the interview. Other content is to be decided at the
time of writing. More details in our November “NAT Matters”.

?????

With the extension to C31’s broadcast—the “NAT
Chat—Origins” series will be back on the agenda.
The shows should enter production in the coming
months, and hopefully air around the time of our
30th Anniversary in November.
There is still room for interviewees on this series. If you would like to be
interviewed about your time with NAT in any capacity, please let David
McLauchlan or Michael Costello know as soon as possible.

Please send your produc on news through to Michael for inclusion
in future issues—email michcos@optusnet.com.au

Watch C31 Live!
C31 Melbourne is available on the internet - your
computer, tablet, mobile, whatever you use!
View the station as it is being broadcast in Melbourne -anywhere!

http://www.c31.org.au/live
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Recently, a special program “Inside 6 News” was completed and aired on Saturday 27th June at
7pm on C31 Melbourne.
The program took a look at the work of Leonardo Puglisi, a Year 7 student in Hawthorn,
Melbourne, who produces and presents his own YouTube news channel, with the help of an
ever-growing team of reporters, both kids and adults.
Leonardo has been doing these news bulletins for around a year now, and they are rapidly gaining
an audience. Starting oﬀ as “HMV News” (for Hawthorn, Melbourne, Victoria), and doing local
stories, the news bulletins were rebranded as “6 News” when he decided to increase his scope to
news from anywhere in the world.
Leo builds up an extensive list of contacts around the world to supply him with
footage for the news bulletins, which often see the news bulletins take on a diﬀerent perspective
from the major news outlets.
The special TV program was a half-an-half mixture of an interview between Michael Costello and
Leo, and samples of his recent news bulletins.
Leo has also been gaining increased attention from the media, including making a number of
radio and television appearances on mainstream networks., including a visit by 10 News First to
his studio in Hawthorn to see how he works.
Leo is hoping to continue the bulletins for a while to come, and one day hopes to join the ranks of
local news reporters. Best wishes for the future, Leo!

Special Thanks to Leonardo and Benedict
Puglisi for the images and photos on this page.

WEB LINK nat.org.au/inside6news

C31 Melbourne News

Media Release (30/6/2020)
The Morrison Government will provide C31 Melbourne and Geelong with a
12-month extension of its spectrum licence to assist them in nalising the
transition to online delivery of its services by 30 June 2021.
This decision was made following the commitment of nancial support by
the Andrews’s Government to assist Channel 31 Melbourne (alongside the
rest of the Victorian arts industry) to survive the nancial impacts of
COVID-19 and ensure the sustainability of the station ongoing.
This decision is welcomed by the many staﬀ, producers, and volunteers of
the sector, who feared that it may be no longer past 11.59pm this Tuesday.
This decision ensures that Community Television’s valuable contribution to
the wider arts industry can continue into the new nancial year and assists
the sector in building its nancial and digital capacity to continue
broadcasting to audiences around the country.
Channel 31 Melbourne is looking forward to working closely with the
Victorian Government to better integrate with its Victoria Together project,
and provide further opportunities for content creators in Melbourne to
share their stories online and represent Melbourne’s vulnerable
communities on-air and online.
C31 General Manager Shane Dunlop says, “We’re grateful for the support of
the Federal and Victorian State Governments that will allow our beloved
station to make an eventual successful transition online, and are
appreciative of their ongoing support of the arts industry.”
“We’re looking forward to using the next 12 months to continue to pivot
our operations to focus on online broadcasting, and we look forward to
working with producers and viewers to ensure that they can still create,
distribute and access Community Television content, for many years to
come.”
“The C31 staﬀ and board would like to acknowledge the eﬀorts of our
wonderful producers and program makers over the last few months.
We have also been overwhelmed by the showing of public support and are
heartened by the collective resolve to ght for a positive outcome for
Community Television in Victoria. Thank you.”

19
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Around The Group
What is “Aurora
Television”?
“Aurora Television” is a Community
Channel, operating on Foxtel on the Basic Channel Package, available to all
Foxtel subscribers nationally. The station accepts submissions from any
producers, however an airtime fee of $550 per half hour currently applies
for airtime on the station.
A number of programs from C31
Melbourne already also broadcast on
this channel, which is on 173 on the
Foxtel boxes. They also stream online
on their website at:http://www.aurora.tv
Producers who are interested in
submitting programs to the station
should contact the Programming
Manager, Dirk Jonker by email —
dirk@aurora.tv

Thank you….

NAT Web Index
Current Programs can be found on the
websites shown below….

NAT Chat
www.nat.org.au/natchat
Spirit of Life
www.spritoflifetv.net
Harmony In Diversity
www.harmonyindiversity.net
Zontas 100%
Website Coming Soon

Thank you to those at NAT who
recently took part in a joint promo Inline Plus
to help save C31 for another year. www.inlineplus.net
Thanks to David McLauchlan for
arranging and editing the promo,
which was shared via NAT’s Social
Media pages. Thanks also to Omar,
who kept the ght going right
throughout the campaign.

Much Appreciated!

Immigrant Strong
facebook.com/immigrantstrong
Kultur Shok Jam
facebook.com - “kulturshokjam”

Full program index available
at:- www.nat.org.au
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MELfeed Video
ceases operation.
Sadly, Monday 22nd July
was the final
transmission on YouTube
of MELfeed Video,
after 91 streams in total.
Due to a “Copyright Strike” and the associated Live Streaming ban
for 3 months, it has been decided to cease MELfeed Video effective
immediately. The “Strike”” was caused by some Archival footage
included in one of the programs being “flagged” for copyright.
The concept was on shaky ground, with its format of Community TV
Programs and Community Service Announcements. While the CSAs
were taken from YouTube videos themselves, I didn't clear the use
of the CSAs with the associated organisations.
Given that I can’t present the programs the way I want to, I no longer
consider it worth continuing with. Also, the service had a very low
viewership, on both live and on recorded streams.
My efforts will next be focused on fixing the NAT Video Portal and on
the Northern Access Television Radio service.

Thank you to all those who watched the service.
We will miss you! Goodbye from MELfeed Video.

NAT
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Special NAT MATTERS issue
coming in November 2020!
Join the celebrations next issue!

